GUIDE TO FEES

Language Library:
No charge for senior members of Oxford University, most full-time registered students and staff of the university.

LASR courses:
£35 registration fee for matriculated students
£65 per term for staff/visiting and recognised students and for most courses you will also be expected to purchase a course book(s).

Academic visitors, associate members and spouses:
£125 per term for courses
£50 per term/summer vacation for library
£125 per academic year for library.

External users (if space allows):
£160 per term for LASR courses
£80 per term/summer vacation for library
£180 per academic year for library.
£125 for members of registered charities who need the library for professional purposes.

OPAL certificate courses:
£215 course fee (Michaelmas and Hilary Terms) +
£60 examination and project fee (Trinity Term) for matriculated students and staff
£265 course fee (Michaelmas and Hilary Terms) + £70 examination and project fee (Trinity Term) for Associate Members/Academic Visitors/Spouses.

English for Academic Studies:
Please refer to separate leaflet.

OPENING HOURS

Weeks 0 and 9
Monday–Friday 8.45–18.30

Weeks 1–8
Monday–Thursday 8.45–20.00
Friday 8.45–19.00
Saturday 10.00–13.00

Christmas & Easter Vacations:
Monday–Friday 8.45–13.00 & 14.00–17.00

Summer Vacation:
Monday–Friday 8.45–16.30

The Language Centre
12 Woodstock Road, Oxford OX2 6HT
Tel: 01865 283360
www.lang.ox.ac.uk
admin@lang.ox.ac.uk
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PROGRAMME IN LANGUAGES (OPAL)

Certificate-bearing classes in Arabic, Chinese (Mandarin), French, German, Italian, Japanese, Russian and Spanish

Michaelmas and Hilary Terms
- 2 hours of classes per week plus at least 2 hours private study
- late afternoon and early evenings
- average class size of 12
- rapid pace

Trinity Term
- final written examination
- guided project work and presentation of project

There is a fee for OPAL tuition and examination. College support may be available.

For more information and application details visit: www.lang.ox.ac.uk/opal.html

LANGUAGE LIBRARY

The Language Centre library has language-learning materials available to borrow in over 180 languages to help you with your reading, research, exchanges, study abroad, fieldwork and holidays.

Join the library by attending an introductory tour any weekday at 10:00 or 14:00. The librarian will show you how to use the library, what materials there are and how to use the equipment. As well as books, there are CDs, DVDs and CD-roms in many languages.

www.lang.ox.ac.uk/library.html

LAMBDA

The LAMBDA Project offers a programme of independent learning in French and German supported by a language adviser. There is an initial £35 registration fee.

www.lang.ox.ac.uk/lambda.html
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LANGUAGES FOR STUDY AND RESEARCH (LASR)

Classes in Chinese (Mandarin), French, German, Georgian, Italian, Modern Greek, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish and Welsh.

Students who need a language for their study or research should ask for a priority application form in advance of Week 0.

Initial registration in Michaelmas Term (registration fee payable) takes place from 5th to 14th October 2015.

- 2 hours of classes per week plus 1–2 hours private study
- most classes last all year

For up-to-date information on courses and on-line registration go to: www.lang.ox.ac.uk/lasr.html
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Languages for Study and Research (LASR)

Classes in Chinese (Mandarin), French, German, Georgian, Italian, Modern Greek, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish and Welsh.

Students who need a language for their study or research should ask for a priority application form in advance of Week 0.

Initial registration in Michaelmas Term (registration fee payable) takes place from 5th to 14th October 2015.

- 2 hours of classes per week plus 1–2 hours private study
- most classes last all year

For up-to-date information on courses and on-line registration go to: www.lang.ox.ac.uk/lasr.html

Test your skills online:
www.lang.ox.ac.uk/tests

01-03 Complete Beginner
04-10 False Beginner
11-20 Lower Intermediate
21-30 Intermediate
31-40 Upper Intermediate
41-50 Advanced

Follow @OxUniLangCentre or find us on Facebook